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Great Masterpieces are never created within a comfort zone. To be able to break 

boundaries and create masterpieces you have to step out of your comfort zone, dare  

to dream and to experiment. During the past decades Kharma developed a palette filled

with experience, technological insights and knowledge on the best materials currently 

available. The Enigma Veyron Collection is a new level of sound quality and truly offers 

superior technology that pushes the limits of current dynamic loudspeakers.

With fully in-house engineered Kharma Omega-F drivers the fundaments for the Enigma

Veyron Collection are born. The bass and midrange section of the Enigma Veyron loud-

speakers are formed by these exclusive Omega-F drivers. Together with the 25mm and 

50mm Diamond tweeter for the high frequencies the Enigma Veyron Collection proved  

it is equipped with an extraordinary set of characteristics.

Another unique feature of the Enigma Veyron Collection is the Diamond Spike Disk 

Suspension System which incorporates Carborundum balls placed on Diamonds.  

This stand system is created to decouple the loudspeakers from its surroundings and 

creating a very minimum contact surface and ultimate freedom of resonances. This all 

combined in cabinets constructed out of 5-axis CNC-milled thick Bulletwood parts.  

This is not only there to create the absolute high-end audio experience but also evoke a 

feeling of true beauty while listening. 
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ENIGMA VEYRON RACK (3 RACK LEVELS)

Four centimetres of thick aluminium plates are the fundamental elements of the Enigma

Veyron Audiorack, which is known to be the base for the Enigma Veyron Electronics 

Collection. The pillars are solid aluminium CNC-machined parts, which are brushed 

and anodized in black and finished with Macassar and gold trimming. Each individual 

level is located on Diamonds to decouple them from the surroundings. The Enigma 

Veyron Electronics Collection exists of a pre-amplifier, a power amplifier and a power 

block.

The Enigma Veyron pre-amplifier is a solid-state preamp with pure silver wired power 

transformers in the AC power circuit and has an intuitive touch screen controlled panel.

The hand wired discrete point-to-point wiring made is a unique feature of the Enigma 

Veyron pre-amplifier. The Enigma Veyron power amplifier is a unique class A /AB  

proprietarycircuitry. The selection of ultra-high grade power supply, double audio trans-

formers and silver/gold internal wiring makes the Enigma Veyron power amplifier a 

perfect match with the Enigma Veyron loudspeakers. The Enigma Veyron Power block 

is equipped with a balanced isolation transformer and is able to continuously deliver  

8 kVA. Eight ultimate power outlets are created to perfectly power up the Enigma  

Veyron electronics, creating the ultimate synergy in the Enigma Veyron Collection.
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Traditionally all Kharma cables are founded on silver or silver gold conductors. 

With our new Cable Collection the tradition is evolved and Carbon is added as an 

additional conductor. The combination of Silver and Nano-Carbon conductors (SNC™) 

forms a hybrid conductor construction for all three Cable Collections, including the 

Enigma Veyron Cable Collection. 

There are definitely no compromises made in the Enigma Veyron Cable Collection, 

resulting in an ultra-high quality loudspeaker cable with individually chambered  

conductors to reach the optimum of air insulation and performance. 

With the development of the Enigma Veyron Cable Collection, Kharma decided that the 

outer looks should reflect the delicacy, devotion and passion to detail of these artisanal 

made cables. Therefore the Enigma Veyron Cable Collection has embroidered leather 

sleeves, showing the Kharma pattern in a sophisticated way.
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